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Abstract: Phenylboronic acids are a class of compounds that bind glucose and other
sugars. When polymerized into hydrogels, they provide a convenient nonenzymatic means
for sensing glucose concentration, provided competing sugars are present at negligible
concentrations. In this paper we provide a comprehensive study of swelling of hydrogels
containing methacrylamidophenylboronic acid (MPBA), as a function of pH and concentration
of either glucose or fructose. In one set of hydrogels, MPBA is substituted at 20 mol·% in a
polyacrylamide hydrogel [p(MPBA-co-AAm)], while in a second set of hydrogels, 20 mol·%
MPBA is supplemented with 20 mol·% of N-3-(dimethylaminopropyl methacrylamide)
[p(MPBA-co-DMP-co-AAm)]. Swelling curves are markedly different for fructose and
glucose, and for the two sets of hydrogels. While fructose alters swelling by binding and
contributing to the ionization of MPBA, glucose does the same, but it also can form
crosslinking bridges between separate chains, leading to hydrogel shrinkage. While the
[p(MPBA-co-AAm)] hydrogels behaved as polyacids, swelling monotonically with increasing
pH, the [p(MPBA-co-DMP-co-AAm)] hydrogels exhibited polyampholyte behavior, with
swelling minima at intermediate pH values.
Keywords: hydrogels; glucose sensing; polyelectrolyte; polyampholyte; Donnan osmotic
pressure; phenylboronic acid
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1. Introduction
Diabetes mellitus is a condition in which control of blood sugar is compromised, either because the
pancreas does not produce and secrete insulin properly (Type 1), or because the body’s cells have
decreased capacity to utilize the insulin that is secreted (Type 2). According to statistics released by the
American Diabetes Association in 2011, 25.8 million children and adults in the United States (8.3% of
the population) have diabetes [1]. Type 2 diabetes is more prevalent, affecting 90% to 95% of the US
diabetic population. Similar trends are observed worldwide, especially in developing countries where
diet and lifestyle are changing. Without proper treatment, diabetes can cause many complications such
as heart disease, stroke, high blood pressure, blindness, kidney disease, and neuropathy [2].
For long term management of diabetes, accurate measurements of blood glucose levels are
essential. Blood glucose levels in diabetics exhibit large swings throughout the day. However, current
widely used devices, such as test strips and glucose meters, give only discrete time information about
blood glucose level, possibly missing fluctuations involving sudden increase or decrease in glucose
level [3,4]. Recently commercialized enzyme based sensors such as Medtronic CGMS® GoldTM and
Dexcom® G4 Platinum can offer continuous information, but they can be problematic due to instability
of the enzyme, fouling under physiological conditions, and inflammation and infection that result from
breaching the skin with a needle electrode [5]. While improved enzyme based sensors that minimize
some of these issues are under development [6], parallel investigation of nonenzymatic sensing modalities
is of continued interest.
One class of possible nonenzymatic glucose sensors involves derivatives of phenylboronic acid
(PBA). When properly configured, PBA binds to glucose, other sugar molecules, and other polyols
containing cis-diols. Binding can be observed by fluorescence change or by changes in swelling state
of a hydrogel in which PBA moieties is incorporated. Several devices have been proposed based on the
swelling/shrinking effect, including hydrogels containing colloidal crystal arrays that change color
upon swelling and shrinking due to changes in Bragg spacing [7–11], holograms incorporated into
hydrogels that also change color [12,13], hydrogel-coated tips of optical fibers that operate as
Fabry-Perot interferometers [14,15], and confined, nearly isochoric hydrogels that exert swelling
pressure on microfabricated confining structures, with pressure detected either piezoresistively [16–18]
or electromagnetically [19,20].
Figure 1 shows the simplest mechanism by which PBA responds to sugar molecules [21–24]. Under
alkaline conditions boron, a Lewis acid with unfilled sp2 orbitals, becomes negatively charged by
reaction with hydroxide ion, a Lewis base. Sugar molecules with planar cis-diols condense with the
negatively charged tetrahedral boronate complex and stabilize the charged form. (Sugar condensation
with the uncharged trigonal acid form of PBA also can occur, but much less frequently [8,25,26].)
When attached to a hydrogel, these negatively charged PBA- groups engender an osmotic swelling
force causing the hydrogel to expand. According to Figure 1, swelling will be facilitated by either high
pH or high sugar concentration, or both.
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Figure 1. Complex between phenylboronic acid (PBA) moiety and a sugar molecule in
aqueous solution [8,25,26].

An important characteristic of any sensor, beyond its sensitivity to the target analyte, is its specificity.
As already indicated, PBA binds other sugars besides glucose. The importance of this effect depends
on the relative affinity of the PBA for glucose compared to that for each potential interfering species,
and their respective abundances. Interestingly, however, there is one way in which glucose is distinct
from other common sugars. Two sets of planar diols in a single glucose molecule can complex with
PBA moieties on separate polymer chains, forming a bisbidentate bridge [8,12,27–29], as shown in
Figure 2. By forming such (reversible) bridges, the hydrogel becomes effectively more crosslinked,
causing shrinkage. Most other sugars such as fructose can bind to only one PBA moiety.
Figure 2. Proposed structures for glucose-PBA bridges between separate chains [8,12,27–29].
Glucose may be in its pyranose (left) or furanose (right) form. Adapted with permission
from [12].

Figures 1 and 2 feature PBA linked through an amide bridge to a general group R. For the
simplest hydrogels, R is an α-methylated vinyl group, and the resulting monomer is 3-methacrylamidophenylboronic acid (MPBA), which is polymerized into the hydrogel. The pKa for polymerized MPBA
is approximately 8.5 [8]. The crosslink/shrink mechanism for glucose occurs in alkaline media above
this pKa, so it is not directly relevant to glucose sensing in vivo. Two strategies have been considered
to lower the pKa of PBA. One is to introduce electron withdrawing groups such as nitro-, sulfonyl- and
carboxyl groups on the benzene ring [10,23]. The other strategy is to place amine groups near the PBA
moiety. In the latter case, an amine comonomer is copolymerized with the PBA-containing monomer,
leading to a random copolymer structure [30–32]. The lone pair on the nitrogen in this neighboring
amine group acts similarly to the hydroxide ion in the Lewis acid/base reaction described previously,
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associating with the unfilled sp2 orbital on the boron and lowering pKa to around pH 7, as shown in
Figure 3. This strategy improves glucose sensitivity at physiological pH and the specificity toward
glucose molecules against other sugar molecules.
Figure 3. Interaction (dative bond) between PBA moiety and amine group in N,N’-3dimethylamino-propylmethacrylamide (DMP) near pH 7.
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In this paper we present a study of the joint effects of pH and sugar concentration on free hydrogel
swelling, for copolymers containing acrylamide (AAm), MPBA, and the crosslinker methylenebisacrylamide
(Bis), and for terpolymers containing AAm, MPBA, N,N’-3-dimethylaminopropylmethacrylamide
(DMP), and Bis. We have selected fructose and glucose for these studies, the results of which may
guide those who wish to build sensors containing these hydrogels.
2. Experimental Section
2.1. Synthesis of MPBA
MPBA was synthesized from 3-aminophenylboronic acid hemisulfate (PBA+) by a procedure
adapted with modification from [33]. Typically, 10g of PBA+ was dissolved in 160 mL distilled water
placed in an ice bath (0 °C). The pH of the solution was adjusted to 5.0 by adding NaOH. Then,
1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDAC) (12.34 g, 64.5 mmol) was added under
continuous stirring in an argon atmosphere. The mixture was stirred for about 15 minutes. Meanwhile,
6.63 g (64.5 mmol) of methacrylic acid (MAA) was dissolved in 50 mL of distilled water and pH was
again adjusted to 5.0. The resulting MAA solution was added dropwise to the PBA+/EDAC solution
under argon. The entire mixture was purged with Ar at 0 °C for 90 min. The mixture was then removed
from the ice bath and stirred overnight at room temperature. Product was extracted with methyl t-butyl
ether three times and roto-evaporated. The resulting white paste was dissolved in 380 mL distilled
water at 70 °C with continuous stirring. Activated charcoal (500 mg) was then added to the dissolved
mixture, which was then stirred for 1 min at 70 °C. The mixture was poured into a filter funnel to
remove the charcoal. The final white crystal was obtained when the solution was left in the dark
overnight under argon. The structure of MPBA was verified by 1H-NMR.
2.2. p(MPBA-co-AAm) Hydrogels
Copolymer hydrogels containing MPBA and AAm were synthesized in an aqueous solution
containing 20 mol·% MPBA and 80 mol·% AAm by redox copolymerization. The comonomers were
dissolved in 1 mL of 1N NaOH, 80 µL of N,N,N’,N’-tetramethyl ethylenediamine (TEMED:
accelerator) and 100 µL of 20 mg/mL Bis. Five parts of the resulting solution and one part of a
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10 mg/mL solution of aqueous ammonium persulfate (APS: initiator) were then mixed. This pregel
solution was loaded into silanized glass capillaries (I.D. = 1.172 mm), and polymerized at 4 °C for 12 h.
Hydrogels were separated from the capillaries using acetone, cut into cylindrical segments (≤1 cm
long), and placed in distilled water at room temperature to extract unreacted materials. Before swelling
experiments the hydrogels were equilibrated in pH 7.4 phosphate buffer at room temperature.
2.3. p(MPBA-co-DMP-co-AAm) Hydrogels
Terpolymer hydrogels based on AAm, MPBA, and DMP were synthesized in dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO). The composition was 60 mol·% AAm–20 mol·% MPBA–20 mol·% DMP. The monomers
(total 5 mmol) along with 4.24 mg 2,2’-azoisobutyronitrile (AIBN: initiator) and 100 µL Bis (20 mg/mL
in DMSO) were dissolved in 1 mL of DMSO. Polymerization was carried out at 60 °C in silanized
glass capillaries for 4 h. Cylindrical hydrogels were prepared for swelling studies in the same way as
with the AAm-co-MPBA hydrogels.
2.4. Swelling Studies
Equilibrium swelling studies were carried out at room temperature. The hydrogels were immersed
in buffered 10 mL aqueous solutions, with various glucose or fructose concentrations (0, 0.5, 2, 7 and
20 mM) at different pH values, spanning a range from pH 4 to pH 10. Swelling media consisted of
0.01 M pH buffers, adjusted to 0.154 M ionic strength with NaCl. Buffers were: acetic acid (pKa = 4.76)
from pH 4 to pH 5.5, sodium phosphate monobasic (pKa = 7.2) from pH 6 to pH 8, and ethanolamine
(pKa = 9.5) from pH 8.5 to pH 10. The swelling medium for each sample was replaced daily.
At the end of the swelling period (2–3 days), the final pH of the swelling medium was determined for
each condition, and equilibrium diameter changes of the hydrogel cylinders were measured under an
optical microscope attached to a video monitor with movable crosshairs.
3. Results and Discussion
All results are reported as the ratio of hydrogel cylinder diameter at swelling equilibrium (d) to the
diameter at synthesis (d0), taken to be the inner diameter of the capillary, 1.172 mm. Final pH values
were typically very close to the original values, and equilibrium was typically achieved within one day.
3.1. p(MPBA-co-AAm) Hydrogels
Results of pH-dependent swelling studies of p(MPBA-co-AAm) copolymer hydrogels in the
presence of different concentrations of fructose and glucose are shown in Figure 4a,b, respectively. In all
cases, an increase of swelling with increasing pH is observed. This behavior is attributed primarily to
increased Donnan osmotic pressure and change in hydrophilicity of the MPBA units due to ionization.
With increasing pH, more hydroxide ions are present, which convert the trigonal PBA moiety to the
charged tetrahedral form. The latter is further stabilized by condensation with a sugar molecule, as
discussed above. The charged PBA- moiety draws in counterions from the surrounding solution, and
the resulting excess of mobile ions inside the hydrogel generates osmotic influx of water, causing the
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hydrogel to swell. Also, the stabilized charge may alter the polarity and enhance the hydrophilicity of
MPBA, promoting swelling.
For the experiment with fructose (Figure 4a), a simple acid shift is observed in the swelling curves
with increasing fructose concentration. The acid shift corresponds to a change in apparent pKa of PBA
due to stabilization of the charged form (Figure 1), which can be expressed [34] as
(1)
where CS is fructose concentrations and Ks is the dissociation constant of fructose and ionized MPBA.
The estimated Ks value based on Equation (1) and the swelling curves in Figure 4a is 0.094 mM. This
value is different from the literature value [34] for binding of fructose to free ionized PBA, 0.27 mM,
but it is consistent with observations made previously with colloidal crystal-embedded hydrogels
containing MPBA [8,9]. The slight increase in the plateau swelling at high pH values in the presence
of fructose suggests that fructose-bound PBA is slightly more hydrophilic than bare ionized PBA.
Figure 4. Equilibrium swelling of methacrylamidophenylboronic acid (MPBA)-co-AAm
hydrogels in buffer solution at different fructose (a); or glucose (b); concentrations (n = 2).
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The response to glucose, detailed in Figure 4b, is more complicated. Below pH 8.8, glucose effects
an acid shift in swelling as with fructose, but the degree of swelling of hydrogels in glucose solutions
is much less than that in fructose solutions at the same pH and the same sugar concentration. This
observation is explained by less avid binding of glucose to PBA, compared to fructose [9,20]. Moreover,
while increasing fructose concentration always leads to an increase in swelling, increased glucose
concentration leads to shrinkage of the hydrogel above pH 8.5. This is evident from the crossing over
of swelling curves seen near pH 8.5 in Figure 4b. Binding of glucose molecules to PBA moiety affects
the swelling of hydrogels in two ways. First, binding of glucose increases the charge density of the
hydrogel, increasing Donnan osmotic pressure and hydrophilicity, causing the hydrogel to swell, in the
same way as with fructose. Second, formation of bisbidentate complexes or bridges, which occurs with
glucose (see Figure 2) but not with fructose, increases the effective number of crosslinks in the
hydrogel, causing it to shrink. Below pH 8.5, the first effect dominates, while the second effect makes
a significant contribution above pH 8.5. This is the reason for the differing behaviors of the swelling
between fructose and glucose in p(MPBA-co-AAm) hydrogels.
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3.2. p(MPBA-co-DMP-co-AAm) Hydrogels
Results of pH-dependent swelling studies of p(MPBA-co-AAm-co-DMP) terpolymer hydrogels in
the presence of different concentrations of fructose and glucose are presented in Figure 5a,b, respectively.
Whereas swelling of the p(MPBA-co-AAm) copolymer hydrogels always increases with pH (Figure 4),
the swelling curves for the terpolymer hydrogels exhibit definite nonmonotonic behavior, characteristic
of polyampholyte hydrogels [35,36], with maximum swelling at the extreme pH values and a swelling
minimum near neutral pH. Below pH 6, addition of sugar scarcely affects hydrogel swelling. Above
pH 6, however, addition of fructose (Figure 5a) increases swelling, and there is an acid shift in the
swelling minimum. In contrast, addition of glucose (Figure 5b) causes shrinkage. For sugar free
hydrogels, and with addition of fructose, swelling is higher in the alkaline extreme, while the opposite
is the case when glucose is added.
Figure 5. Equilibrium swelling of DMP-co-MPBA-co-AAm hydrogels in buffer solution
at different fructose (a); or glucose (b); concentrations (n = 2).
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We can explain the different swelling behavior of the DMP containing hydrogels based on the
change in the interaction between the PBA moiety and the neighboring amine group, as shown in
Figure 6 [30]. We first consider the swelling behavior in the absence of sugar. At low pH, where there
are plenty of hydrogen ions available in solution, the nitrogen on the amine group is protonated
(pKa~9), changing it to the positively charged state, while the PBA moiety remains uncharged. The net
charge is therefore positive, leading to a Donnan osmotic pressure, and swelling of the hydrogel.
At high pH, the PBA moiety becomes negatively charged by Lewis acid/base reaction with hydroxide
ion, while the amine group loses its charge, so the charge on the hydrogel becomes negative, again
leading to Donnan osmotic pressure driven swelling. The asymmetry in swelling between high and low
pH conditions might be due either to (a) a small excess of MPBA over DMP in the hydrogel, (b) greater
hydrophilicity of the negatively charged MPBA compared to positively charged DMP, or (c) greater
hydrophobicity of MPBA in its uncharged state compared to DMP. Such swelling asymmetries are
common in other polyampholyte hydrogels [35,36].
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Figure 6. Acid-base equilibrium of PBA moiety in DMP-co-MPBA-co-AAm hydrogel.
The B-N bond at intermediate pH is shown to be zwitterionic, though it may only be dipolar.
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At intermediate pH values, two things can occur, both promoting shrinkage of the hydrogel. First,
in this range the charges on PBA and DMP moieties may cancel each other out [37]. Second, the lone
pair of electrons on the nitrogen in the tertiary amine group may associate with the electron deficient
boron in the PBA moiety, forming a dative bond, which will have strong dipolar character and may
even be zwitterionic. As the negative charge of boronate and the positive charge of nitrogen are canceled
out, the overall charge in the system is neutral, so relative shrinkage compared to the extreme pH cases
is expected. It is also well known that the presence of nearly equal amounts of positively and
negatively charged groups, along with zwitterions, may promote extra shrinkage in hydrogels via the
so-called polyampholyte effect [35,36], whereby equally matched fixed positive and negative charges
attract each other, although this attraction is partially screened by mobile ions.
It may be noted that swelling of the terpolymer gels in the net neutral state is greater than for the
copolymer hydrogels not containing DMP. This is somewhat puzzling, since DMP is expected to be
more hydrophobic than AAm. However, direct quantitative comparison is probably not appropriate
because the two types of hydrogels were synthesized in different solvents. To check this effect, limited
swelling studies were carried out with p(MPBA-co-AAm) hydrogels synthesized in DMSO. It was
found (data not shown) that the swelling baseline was higher, with d/d0 close to 1.1, than for the same
hydrogels synthesized in water (Figure 4), where d/d0 was slightly less than 1.0 at baseline.
We now turn to the effects of added sugar molecules. Note first that in the terpolymer hydrogels,
PBA can undergo a Lewis acid/base reaction with either OH- in solution or with neighboring DMP
groups. In either case the resulting tetrahedral PBA- moiety can complex with sugar molecules. It
should be noted however that the MPBA-DMP complex does not carry a net charge, so binding of a
sugar molecule to such a complex, while potentially stabilizing it, does not in itself promote charging
of the network. On the other hand, binding of sugar to a lone PBA-OH- complex will stabilize that
latter’s charge.
At any particular pH, addition of fructose either causes swelling to occur or there is no significant
effect. Roughly, the swelling curves in Figure 5a resemble a superposition of the fructose effect observed
in Figure 4a for p(MPBA-co-AAm) hydrogels, with the polyampholyte behavior of the p(MPBA-coDMP-co-AAm) hydrogels observed with no sugar added. This resemblance is not quantitive, and there
are some small but perhaps significant discrepancies. For example, the fructose effect is stronger at
pH 10 in the terpolymer hydrogels than in the copolymer hydrogels, and the small effect of 20 mM
fructose on swelling of the copolymer hydrogel at pH 6 is not seen in the terpolymer hydrogel.
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As noted before, these differences may be due to the different solvents used to prepare the copolymer
and terpolymer hydrogels.
Conversely, the presence of glucose shrinks the terpolymer hydrogels at all pH values where it has
an effect. In this case note that a glucose molecule can act as a crosslinker for Lewis base form PBAgroups, regardless of whether this configuration arises from interaction of MPBA with OH - or DMP.
At high pH, it is the charged MPBA-OH- groups that are crosslinked by glucose, while at intermediate
pH values, it is the MPBA-DMP complexes that are involved. Below pH 6, glucose does not bind
MPBA, so there is no crosslinking.
Thus far in this report, swelling response has been characterized in the presence of single sugars,
without interference between them. Figure 7 demonstrates the effect of added fructose on glucose
induced swelling and shrinking of similar hydrogels at pH 7.4. For convenience, swelling ratios are
normalized to those observed in sugar free PBS at pH 7.4 [38]. When fructose is presented at 100 µM,
well above its mean physiological level [39], it has a minor but detectable effect on glucose response
for p(MPBA-co-AAm) hydrogels, while for p(MPBA-co-DMP-co-AAm) hydrogels, no effect is
observed. Beyond 100 µM, swelling increases with increasing addition of fructose at all glucose levels,
for both hydrogels.

Normalized Swelling Ratio

Figure 7. Effect of added fructose on glucose induced swelling (MPBA-co-AAm
hydrogels: solid symbols) and shrinking (DMP-co-MPBA-co-AAm hydrogels: unfilled
symbols) at pH 7.
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4. Conclusions
In this paper we have reported the results of swelling studies of pH- and sugar sensitive polyacid
copolymer and polyampholyte terpolymer hydrogels at different pH values, in the presence or absence
of sugar molecules. In the swelling studies of the polyacidic p(MPBA-co-AAm) hydrogel with no
sugar added, a typical swelling transition was observed near the pKa for MPBA. The swelling curve
exhibited an acid shift upon addition of fructose, which could be explained by stabilization of the
charged form of MPBA upon complexation with fructose. Glucose acts on the hydrogel in two ways.
First, it stabilizes charged MPBA, thus enhancing swelling, as does fructose, although with less
avidity. Second, glucose can complex with two MPBA units simultaneously, leading to extra transient
but active crosslinks, which cause the hydrogel to shrink. Whereas glucose promotes swelling below
the pKa of MPBA, it leads to shrinkage above the pKa. The amine containing p(MPBA-co-AAm-co-
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DMP) hydrogels exhibit expected polyampholyte behavior. At pH 6 and above, addition of fructose
always leads to increased swelling, while glucose always causes shrinking. Importantly, the shrinking
responses occur at physiological pH, suggesting that the shrinking mechanism can be used in
biomedical sensing and actuation. For the shrinking mode, fructose at physiological levels interferes
negligibly with glucose response.
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